
A Just Transition 
or 
Just a Transition?



“…deliver a decarbonised transport network 
that supports and promotes equality…”. 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/making-future-initial-report-2nd-transition-commission/pages/3/


2021

“... disabled people continue to 
face barriers to accessing public 
transport, and efforts to improve 
the situation have been slow 
and piecemeal”



2022
Inclusive Transport Strategy

“...failed to have an impact on 
transport accessibility and it 
appears as though transport is, in 
fact, regressing”



2023 (last week)

“[The findings] …support what 
disabled people have been 
saying for a long time: we do not 
have equitable access to any 
mode of transport, and the 
impacts of this injustice can be 
felt in every corner of our 
lives”



“… the majority (71%) of 
disabled people said they 
would like to use 
environmentally friendly 
modes of transport more, but 
that they were prevented from 
doing so by a lack of 
accessibility and availability”



Accessible transport Decarbonising transport



Accessible decarbonised 

transport?

Accessible transport Decarbonising transport



The need for speed

Bad Language

A lack of vision

Resilient status quo



The need for speed

Bad Language

A lack of vision

Resilient status quo

A Slow Transition

A new lexicon 

Collective imagination

Offer alternatives



The journey as a system
planning    leaving            waiting                    on board               connecting                  arriving         return



Accessible transport Decarbonising transport

Accessible decarbonised 

transport Inclusive, low carbon journeys

A new lexicon 



Future Journeys ≈ using our Collective imagination
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Future Journeys ≈ using our Collective imagination



The journey as a system    (Offer alternatives)
planning    leaving            waiting                    on board               connecting                  arriving         return



The journey as a system    (Offer alternatives)
planning    leaving            waiting                    on board               connecting                  arriving         return



planning    leaving            waiting                    on board               connecting                  arriving         return

The journey as a system    (Offer alternatives)



Emissions reduction plan

2023 charging infrastructure 
2024 refit bus station
2025 new electric fleet
2026 new route plan

2035   Deadline

Exclusions reduction plan

information audit
toilet upgrade
Wheelchair policy review
clear pathways project

2035   Deadline!!



Future Journeys Process

Learn      Imagine

View the entire journey system - and transport as an element 

create and align plans  
 

Detailed, Actionable plan for a just transition 



“Good theories aren’t always right: but they can be useful. 
Utopias tend to be wrong, but they can be useful even in 
their wrongness. This is why I am particularly interested in 
ideas which are sufficiently specific that they can at least be 
interrogated or disagreed with, rather than ones which are 
very vague”

Geoff Mulgan, The Imaginary Crisis



Andy Hyde

Go Upstream

hello@upstream.scot

www.upstream.scot


